
Lightweight
Non-Conductive
Corrosion Resistant
Complies with ASME B30.20, design category B,
service class 4.
Proof tested with certificate issues.

Durable composite materials are bonded together to
form ultra-strong lifters.  These lightweight products
are engineered to withstand the demands of rugged
environments while being easy to handle and
transport!  Our patent pending Dura-Lite beams
comply with current ASME B30.20, Design Category
B, Service Class 4 and are proof tested with a
certificate issued.
 
Product Features:

 
 
 
 

DURA-LITE™ ADJUSTABLE SPREADER/LIFTINGBEAMS
MODEL 416

Specifications
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Adjustable lifting points.
Handles both wide and unbalanced loads.
Low headroom capability.
Shackles included.
Add chain top rigging for additional stability.
Optional swivel hooks available.
Optional chain top rigging available.
Complies with ASME standards.

OPTION S - Pair of swivel hooks
OPTION C - Chain top rigging
OPTION B1 - One cross beam*
OPTION B2 - Two cross beams*

Adjustable bail, adjustable spreads, and the option to add top rigging for additional stability, this is a
versatile lifting / spreader beam.
 
Product Features:

 
Product Options:

* Specify spreads
 
 
 

ADJUSTABLE SPREADER/LIFTING BEAM
MODEL 16

Specifications

STANDARD 2 POINT
LIFT

 

CUSTOM 3 POINT
LIFT

 

CUSTOM 4 POINT
LIFT

 

Operation
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Bail adjusts horizontally for lifting unbalanced loads.
Provides clearance in low headroom applications.
Spread adjusts in 6" increments along lifting beam.
Shackles included.
Optional swivel hooks available.
Complies with ASME standards.

OPTION S - Pair of swivel hooks

 
Versatile beam had adjustable spreaders and lifting bail standard to allow for handling of a wide range of loads with a single
lifting beam.  Product can be used with provided shackles or add optional hooks for increased versatilitiy.
 
Product Features:

 
Product Options:

 
 
 

ADJUSTABLE LIFTING BEAM
MODEL 17

Specifications

Operation
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Beams over 6’ and longer have 3 spreads.
3’ & 4’ beams have 2 spreads.
Swivel hooks with hook latches standard.
Wide range of sizes and capacities available.
Complies with ASME standards.

Outside spread
Middle spread (outside less 1’)
Inside spread (outside less 2’)

The low headroom solution with multiple spreads for the flexibility to handle a wider range of load sizes.
 
Product Features:

 
Standard Feature:
Three spreads to adjust to the load

 
Recommend faspins (Option B) if frequent hook 
position changes (spread) are required.
 
 
 
 
 

LOW HEADROOM MULTIPLE SPREAD LIFTING BEAM
MODEL 20

Specifications
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Handles off center loads by adjusting the bail before a lift
Adjustable spread options available
Swivel hooks with hook latches standard
Wide range of sizes and capacities available
Compiles with ASME standards  

Adjust lifting bail to be positioned over the load center gravity before lifting the load.
 
Product Features:

 
 
 
 

ADJUSTABLE BAIL LIFTING BEAM
MODEL 24

Specifications

OPTION A *
EXTRA HOLES

Allows for multiple hook
positioning. Specify number and

spread (s) required. 
*Could increase headroom

 

OPTION B
FASPINS

For ease of positioning hooks with
quick release. Specify number of

faspins required.
 

OPTION C
EXTRA HOOKS

Allows for multiple pick points.
Specify number of hooks required.

 

OPTION D
PIN TYPE BAIL

Lifting pin located between
structural channel. (Hoist hook
information must be supplied).
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